Hashkeniinii Mountain Bike Race
Navajo Mountain, Utah to Shonto, Arizona
Saturday, June 1, 2019

Women's Overall
Claudia Jackson 7:05:21
Linda Robinson 7:07:36
Elizabeth Zeiler 7:49:09
Abigail Baughman 8:23:43
Bernadine Greyeyes 8:47:10

Men's Overall
Tony Baca 3:28:29
Glenn Enzfelder 3:59:56
Batbayar Batchuluum 3:59:57
Tom Preiller 4:34:14
Brandon Benally 4:35:18
Anthony Kady 4:40:37
Josh Placke 4:43:05
Shaun Pettigrew 4:51:21
Mark Povich 5:01:58
Michael Tracy 5:12:06
Jonathan Atkins 5:20:50
Mark Lange 5:22:03
Sam Adamo 5:33:20
Eli Neztsosie 5:51:24
Brad Finch 6:29:35
Chaston Yazzie 6:33:59
Bryan Harding 6:46:59
Jim Hentzen 6:48:00
Jon Yazzie 6:48:45
Joseph Mexican 6:59:45
Richard Ludwig 7:04:25
Ty Harvey 8:07:33
Arland Mexican 8:28:14
Wesley Laughlin 8:38:01
Frank Fatt
Tyler Denetsosie
Colton Denetsosie
Manny Chavarria